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Abstract. The anthropogenic heat flux can be an important part of the urban surface energy balance. Some of it is due to energy

consumption inside buildings, which depends on building use and human behaviour, both of which are very heterogeneous in

most urban areas. Urban Canopy Parametrisations (UCP), such as the Town Energy Balance (TEB), parametrise the effect

of the buildings on the urban surface energy balance. They contain a simple building energy model. However, the variety of

building use and human behaviour at grid point scale has not yet been represented in state of the art UCPs. In this study,5

we describe how we enhance the Town Energy Balance in order to take fractional building use and human behaviour into

account. We describe how we parametrise different behaviours and initialise the model for applications in France. We evaluate

the spatio-temporal variability of the simulated building energy consumption for the city of Toulouse. We show that a more

detailed description of building use and human behaviour enhances the simulation results. The model developments lay the

groundwork for simulations of coupled urban climate and building energy consumption which are relevant for both the urban10

climate and the climate change mitigation and adaptation communities.

1 Introduction

It is well known that the local climate differs between urban and surrounding rural areas. Phenomena such as the urban

heat island (Arnfield, 2003), and the urban impact on moisture (Unger, 1999) and precipitation (Shepherd, 2005) have been

described extensively. The specificity of the urban climate derives from the differences between urban and rural areas of the15

energy, water and momentum balances at the earth-atmosphere interface (Oke, 1982). The surface energy balance in urban

areas (Equation 1; Christen and Vogt (2004)) consists of the net all-wave radiation (Rnet), the turbulent fluxes of sensible

(Qsen) and latent (Qlat) heat, the storage (Qsto) and anthropogenic (Qant) heat fluxes.

Rnet+Qsen+Qlat+Qsto+Qant = 0 (1)

Urban areas are usually less vegetated than rural areas, which leads to larger (lower) negative values ofQsen (Qlat) at daytime.20

The storage of heat in the construction materials leads to a larger diurnal amplitude of Qsto in urban areas compared to rural
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areas. The anthropogenic heat flux is related to human and animal metabolism, heating and air conditioning of buildings,

electrical appliances, cooking, domestic hot water, traffic, and industrial activities (Sailor, 2011). It can be an important part

of the urban surface energy balance in areas with high population density and energy consumption (e.g. in cities like Tokyo;

Kikegawa et al. (2003)). It is particularly relevant during the cold season in the mid and high latitudes, as the other components

of the surface energy balance are small at that time (Kłysik (1996); Hamilton et al. (2009); Chow et al. (2014)).5

The anthropogenic heat is released primarily inside buildings; traffic-related releases are a notable exception. Heating (air

conditioning) can be the dominant part of Qant during the cold (warm) season (Kłysik, 1996). The energy consumed inside

buildings accounts for ~40% of global primary energy consumption and ~30% of global carbon dioxide emissions (Yang et al.,

2014). About 50% of the building energy consumption is due to heating, ventilation and air conditioning. In Europe, and

especially France, the building energy consumption can account for up to 50% of the primary energy consumption (Sailor,10

2011).

The building energy consumption due to heating and air conditioning depends on the meteorological conditions and interacts

with the urban climate. During the warm season, the waste heat due to air conditioning tends to amplify the urban heat island.

Kikegawa et al. (2003) found that air conditioning can increase the urban heat island by 1 to 2 K in Tokyo. For Paris, despite

a relatively low prevalence of air conditioning, de Munck et al. (2013) report an exacerbation of the urban heat island between15

0.25 K and 1 K. The amplification of the urban heat island can lead to an increase of the energy demand for air conditioning. In

contrast, during the cold season, the urban heat island tends to reduce the building energy consumption. There is thus a negative

(positive) feedback between the building energy consumption and the urban heat island during the cold (warm) season.

Due to the relevance of building energy consumption for the urban climate and greenhouse gas emissions, its spatio-temporal

variability needs to be known. In addition, numerical simulations of the coupled urban climate and building energy consumption20

allow the impact of mitigation and adaptation measures implemented in urban areas to be quantified. One example is the use

of white roofs to reduce the energy demand for air conditioning (Akbari et al., 2012).

Sailor (2011) reviewed different approaches to determine Qant.

– The “inventory-approach” is based on the disaggregation of low resolution energy consumption data in space and time.

The main disadvantages are the lack of detailed information on the spatial variability of energy consumption, the not25

precisely known diurnal, weekly and annual cycles of energy consumption and the difficulty of accounting for the

dependency of building energy consumption on meteorological conditions.

– The “energy-budget-closure-approach” attempts to determine Qant as the residual of the observed urban energy balance

(Equation 1). This approach therefore requires turbulent, radiant and storage flux measurements, which are available for

only a few sites. Further, the error propagation and the lack of knowledge concerning the footprint of the measurements30

lead to large uncertainties.

– The third approach is to simulate the building energy demand with numerical models. One option is to simulate a se-

lection of buildings typical for a given urban area and then aggregate the energy demand (Heiple and Sailor (2008); Nie

et al. (2014)). The main advantage of using building models is that they take many details of the building physics and
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human behaviour into account. However, they may rely on meteorological forcing data (e.g. a station located at an air-

port), which might not be representative of the meteorological conditions in the city centre, neglecting, for example, the

urban heat island. To circumvent this issue, Kikegawa et al. (2003) coupled a Building Energy Model (BEM) to an Ur-

ban Canopy Parametrisation (UCP), which was itself coupled to a mesoscale atmospheric model. With this “UCP-BEM

approach”, the feedbacks between the urban climate and the building energy consumption can be taken into account.5

Kikegawa et al. (2003) were able to reproduce the sensitivity of the cooling energy consumption on air temperature for

a business district in Tokyo using this technique.

Although the UCP-BEM approach allows the interactions between urban climate and building energy consumption to be

studied, its practical applicability is currently limited.

– A UCP-BEM is designed to parametrise the effects of the buildings on the urban surface energy balance at spatial10

resolutions from ~100x100 m2 (very fine-scale mesoscale modelling) to ~100x100 km2 (for representation of urbanised

areas in global climate models (Oleson et al., 2008)). The Building Energy Model included in a UCP therefore does not

represent one single building, but rather the ensemble of buildings at grid point scale. Within one grid point there will be

a diverse range of building use and human behaviour, which are known to be relevant for building energy consumption

(Andersen, 2012). The variety of building use and human behaviour should therefore be taken into account in simulations15

of urban climate.

– A UCP-BEM requires various input parameters, with one part related to building use, equipment and human behaviour:

for example the fraction of buildings equipped with heating and air conditioning systems and the way these are used, the

internal heat release due to electrical appliances, and the practices concerning ventilation and shading. These parameters

are often not well known for a given urban agglomeration.20

In this study, we describe how we enhance the Town Energy Balance (TEB) (Masson, 2000) coupled to the Building Energy

Model (BEM) (Bueno et al., 2012) in order to parametrise the variety of building use and human behaviour related to building

energy consumption. The enhancements of TEB are detailed in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe how we determine the

model input parameters related to building use and human behaviour for applications in France. In Section 4, we evaluate the

spatio-temporal variability of the building energy consumption simulated with our approach for the CAPITOUL observation25

campaign in Toulouse. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2 Enhancement of TEB to parametrise the variety of building use and human behaviour

In this section, we first discuss the state of the art of the representation of human behaviour in Urban Canopy Parametrisations

(Section 2.1). Then, we describe the modifications we made to TEB to account for fractional building use and behaviour

(Section 2.2). Detailed information on the representation of behaviours like heating, air conditioning, ventilation and shading30

is provided in Appendix A. We describe only those modifications of TEB that relate to human behaviour and the Building
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Energy Model with respect to the version implemented in SURFEX-v7.3 described by Bueno et al. (2012) and Pigeon et al.

(2014).

2.1 Human behaviour in urban canopy parametrisations

Urban canopy parametrisations have been developed to solve the surface energy, momentum and water balances in urbanised

areas in order to provide the lower boundary conditions (e.g. radiative and turbulent fluxes) for atmospheric models. These5

UCPs take the different position, orientation and physical properties of urban facets into account by solving separate budget

equations for the roof, wall and road. UCPs can be of the single-layer-type, like the Town Energy Balance TEB (Masson, 2000)

and the SLUCM (Kusaka et al., 2001), which do not vertically discretise the walls, or of the multi-layer-type, like the Building

Effect Parametrisation BEP (Martilli et al., 2002), which do. The mentioned UCPs represent the complex urban morphology

in a simplified way by assuming that the buildings are oriented along street canyons. In TEB, only one urban morphology10

(building height, aspect ratio of the street canyons) is considered per grid point, whereas in BEP a distribution of building

heights can be taken into account.

Since the main purpose of a UCP is to calculate the radiative and turbulent fluxes above urban areas, not much emphasis has

been placed on the indoor conditions and human behaviour. Masson (2000) prescribes 17 ◦C as the indoor boundary condition

for the temperature of the wall and the roof. Kusaka et al. (2001) and Martilli et al. (2002) follow a similar approach. This15

assumes heating with a perfect heating system during the cold season. During the warm season, it assumes that buildings are

air conditioned. However, the waste heat due to air conditioning is not released outside the buildings. Air conditioning thus

acts as a non-physical energy sink (Thatcher and Hurley, 2012).

Due to the relevance of building energy consumption to urban climate and climate change mitigation and adaptation, the

UCPs have been further developed in order to include more realistic building physics. Kikegawa et al. (2003) were the first to20

implement a Building Energy Model in a UCP. It takes into account heat conduction, solar heat gains through the windows,

and air exchange due to ventilation, as well as internal heat release due to electrical appliances and the occupants. They further

consider that the waste heat due to air conditioning is released outside the buildings. Similar developments were made by

Salamanca et al. (2009) for BEP, and Bueno et al. (2012) for TEB.

The state of the art UCP-BEM thus include various aspects of human behaviour related to building energy consumption.25

However, two important issues remain:

– The Building Energy Model is meant to parametrise the effect of the ensemble of the buildings at grid point scale, rather

than one single building. In reality, the behaviour-related parameters (e.g. design temperature for heating) often depend

on the building use (e.g. residential or office), the equipment (e.g. type of heating system), the socio-economical and

demographical status of the inhabitants (e.g. age). Due to the heterogeneity of most urban areas, there will often be a30

wide variety of building use and human behaviour at grid point scale, which may, depending on the type of city, be

more diverse than urban morphology. A building block that is homogeneous in terms of morphological and architectural

properties may be used in various ways (e.g. residential, office, commerce) and be inhabited by different people. The
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variety of building use and behaviour at grid point scale should therefore be taken into account, even though only one

type of urban morphology is considered for one grid point.

– Human behaviour related to building energy consumption is often unsteady (e.g. adjustment of the design temperature

for heating). In state of the art building simulation tools, statistical models that simulate transitions of human behaviours

based on, for example, Markov chains, are implemented (Haldi and Robinson (2011); Vorger (2014)). Such an approach5

is not useful for an UCP-BEM, since the ensemble of behaviours at grid point scale shall be represented. Abrupt transi-

tions shall therefore not take place. Instead, smooth formulas of limited complexity need to be implemented to describe

the behaviours.

In order to circumvent these issues, we modify TEB in order to optionally take fractional building use and human behaviour

into account, and we adapt the representation of human behaviours to the requirements of an Urban Canopy Parametrisation.10

A general overview of our modifications of TEB, the urban module of the Externalised Surface (SURFEX), is displayed in

Figure 1.

2.2 Fractional building use and human behaviour in TEB

2.2.1 Main purpose of TEB enhancement15

The main purpose of our enhancement of TEB is to account for a potential variety of building use and human behaviour for one

given urban morphology. This variety might be due to different uses and behaviours in buildings that are distinct but located

in the same grid point and/or different uses and behaviours in the same building. These two cases, although different in reality,

cannot be distinguished by TEB since the Building Energy Model represents the entire building volume at grid point scale. A

general overview of our approach for considering a variety of use and behaviour is given in Figure 2.20

We assume that building use and human behaviour primarily influence the thermal environment inside the building (e.g. indoor

air temperature) and only secondarily the conditions outside the building (e.g. air temperature in street canyon). For this

reason, we modify TEB in order to optionally execute the Building Energy Model N times with different settings of the input

parameters related to building use and human behaviour. This can be seen as simulating N flats with different behaviours

inside one building and/or N separated buildings with different uses and behaviours. These concern the design temperature25

for heating and air conditioning, the internal heat release, ventilation and shading. The fraction of the ith use/behaviour is

denoted as fi. The Building Energy Model is simplified by taking into account only one single thermal zone for the indoor air.

The intermediate floors are represented by a generic internal mass. The prognostic variables of BEM, which are the indoor air

temperature (T indair ) and specific humidity (Qindair ), and the temperature of the internal mass (Tmass) and building floor (Tfloor),

are calculated for the N fractional use/behaviours. A comprehensive list of symbols is included in Appendix C.30

In contrast to the Building Energy Model, the other components of TEB are solved only once at each time step. The components

relevant for this study are:
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SURFEX (Externalised Surface)
4 tiles: NATURE, TOWN, LAKE and SEA                              

Meteorological forcing
Offline, Mesoscale Model, (Regional) Climate Model            

TOWN
- Air temperature, humidity, wind in urban canopy                 
- Handling of diagnostics

TEB-Veg
- Control of built (TEB) and vegetated (Veg) part
- Occupation of buildings (Appendix A1)
- Heating and cooling design temperature (Appendix A2)
- Internal heat release (Appendix A3)
- Shading and ventilation availability (Appendix A4, A5)  

Solar radiation
- Computation of reflected and absorbed solar radiation
- Actual status of shading (Appendix A4)
- Window-related computations for N fractions (Section 2.2)  

Town Energy Balance (TEB)
- Energy budget of roof, wall, window, road
- Building Energy Model (BEM) for N fractions (Section 2.2) 

Building Energy Model (BEM)
- Energy budget of floor, internal mass, indoor air
- Heating and cooling energy demand
- Waste fluxes of sensible and latent heat
- Actual status of ventilation (Appendix A5)
- Air exchange rate due to ventilation (Appendix A5)            
- Air exchange rate due to infiltration (Appendix A6)

Energy budget of roof, wall and window
- Indoor convective exchanges for N fractions (Section 2.2)   
- Indoor infrared exchanges for N fractions (Section 2.2)

Figure 1. Overview of the components of SURFEX-TEB relevant to human behaviour and building energy consumption. The main modifi-

cations are in italics.

– The prognostic equations for the temperature of the building envelope (roof (Troof ), wall (Twall) and window (Twin)).

– The diagnostic equations for the air temperature (T canair ) and specific humidity (Qcanair ) in the street canyon.

– The budgets of shortwave and longwave radiation outside of the building.

In order to link the components of TEB that are solved for the N fractional building uses and behaviours and those that are

solved only once, we aggregate the fluxes calculated for the N fractional building uses and behaviours. The fluxes that need to5

be aggregated are:

– The convective fluxes between the indoor air and the roof, wall and window.
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– The fluxes of longwave radiation between the floor and internal mass and the roof, wall and window.

– The fluxes of heat and moisture due to air exchange between the inside and the outside of the building (e.g. due to

ventilation).

– The shortwave radiation reflected and absorbed by the windows.

We do not intend to represent exchanges between different compartments inside the building. For this reason, no direct ex-5

changes between the N fractional building uses and behaviours are taken into account.

2.2.2 Modification of TEB Equations

The convective heat exchange coefficients for the exchanges between the indoor air and the roof, wall and window are calcu-

lated separately for the N fractions (CHTCair,i). This is necessary since they are strongly non-linear (Bueno et al., 2012).10

The convective heat fluxes from the roof (Hind
roof ), wall (Hind

wall) and window (Hind
win) towards the indoor air are then aggregated

over the N fractions (Equations 2 to 4).

Hind
roof =

N∑
i=1

fi CHTC
air,i
roof (Troof −T indair,i) (2)

Hind
wall =

N∑
i=1

fi CHTC
air,i
wall (Twall−T

ind
air,i) (3)15

Hind
win =

N∑
i=1

fi CHTC
air,i
win (Twin−T indair,i) (4)

The exchanges of longwave radiation between different facets inside the building (e.g. between the roof and the internal mass)

are calculated based on the linearised Stefan-Boltzmann law, taking into account for infinite absorptions and reflections. The

indoor radiative exchange coefficient is calculated separately for the N fractions (Crad,i; Equation 5).20

Crad,i = 4 ε1 ε2 σ T
3
rad,i (5)

The emissivity of all facets inside the building is assumed to be 0.9 (ε1 = ε2 = 0.9). The Stefan-Boltzmann constant is denoted

by σ. The indoor mean radiative temperature for the ith fraction (Trad,i) is calculated following Equation 6.

Trad,i =
Tmass,iA

mass
bld +Tfloor,i +TwallA

wall
bld +Troof + TwinA

win
bld

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(6)

The temperatures of the different indoor facets are weighted by their surface ratios. For example, Amassbld is the ratio between25

the surface of the internal mass and the building footprint. In Appendix B, we define how the surface ratios are calculated. The
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Figure 2. Overview of our methodology for parametrising fractional building use and human behaviour at grid point scale. For theN different

uses/behaviours we solve the equations for the indoor air and humidity, the internal mass and the ground floor N times. The equations for

the building envelope and the outside of the building are solved only once. The fluxes due to convection, shortwave and longwave radiation

and air exchange towards the roof, wall, window and the outside are aggregated over the N fractional uses/behaviours. No direct exchanges

between the different uses and behaviours are taken into account since we do not seek to represent exchanges between different compartments

in one building.

heat fluxes due to longwave radiation (LW ) between the wall, roof and window and the N masses and floors are aggregated
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over the N fractions (Equations 7 to 12).

LWmass
roof =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Troof −Tmass,i) (7)

LW floor
roof =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Troof −Tfloor,i) (8)

5

LWmass
wall =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Twall−Tmass,i) (9)

LW floor
wall =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Twall−Tfloor,i) (10)

LWmass
win =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Twin−Tmass,i) (11)10

LW floor
win =

N∑
i=1

fi Crad,i (Twin−Tfloor,i) (12)

The heat loads on the indoor facets due to the shortwave radiation transmitted by the window (SW tra
win,i) and the radiative

fraction of the internal heat release (QINrad,i) can be different for the N fractions of building use and behaviour (e.g. shades

closed in one part, but open in the remaining part of the building). The heat loads (Q) received by the floor (Equation 13) and15

internal mass (Equation 14) are distinguished for the N fractions, whereas the heat loads received by the roof (Equation 15),

wall (Equation 16) and window (Equation 17) are aggregated.

Qfloor,i =
V winfloor SW

tra
win,i+QINrad,i

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(13)

Qmass,i =
V winmass SW

tra
win,i+QINrad,i

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(14)20

Qroof =

N∑
i=1

fi
V winroof SW

tra
win,i+QINrad,i

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(15)

Qwall =

N∑
i=1

fi
V winwall SW

tra
win,i+QINrad,i

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(16)
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Qwin =

N∑
i=1

fi
V winwin SW tra

win,i+QINrad,i

Amassbld +1+Awallbld +1+Awinbld

(17)

The shortwave radiation transmitted by the windows is multiplied by the corresponding view factors. For example, V winfloor is

the view factor of the window by the floor. The calculation of the view factors is given in Appendix B. The propagation of

shortwave radiation inside the building is assumed to be isotropic. This assumption is unchanged compared to previous versions5

of TEB.

The solar radiation reflected (SW ref
win) and absorbed (SW abs

win) by the windows and the shading elements is aggregated over the

N fractions (Equations 18 and 19), since we do not differentiate the radiation budgets outside the building for the N fractional

uses and behaviours.

SW ref
win =

N∑
i=1

fi SW
ref
win,i (18)10

SW abs
win =

N∑
i=1

fi SW
abs
win,i (19)

The waste fluxes of sensible and latent heat (Hwaste,i, LEwaste,i) can be due to infiltration, ventilation, heating and air con-

ditioning. They are calculated separately for the N fractional uses and behaviours (e.g. ventilation in one part of the building)

and the resulting fluxes towards the street canyon (can) and the air above the roof (roof ) are aggregated (Equations 20 to 23).15

Hcan
waste =

N∑
i=1

fi H
can
waste,i (20)

LEcanwaste =

N∑
i=1

fi LE
can
waste,i (21)

Hroof
waste =

N∑
i=1

fi H
roof
waste,i (22)20

LEroofwaste =

N∑
i=1

fi LE
roof
waste,i (23)

The following diagnostic variables of BEM depending on building use and human behaviour are available for the N fractions:

– Status of building occupation.

– Status of shading and ventilation.25
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– Air exchange rate due to ventilation.

– Energy consumption due to internal heat release.

– Energy consumption due to heating and air conditioning.

– Indoor thermal comfort expressed by the Universal Thermal Climate Index (UTCI; Blazejczyk et al. (2012)).

2.2.3 Validation for idealised cases5

The advantage of the described approach for considering fractional building use and behaviour is that the computational costs

are much lower compared to calling the entire SURFEX-TEB code N times. However, this approach assumes that the variety

of behaviours influences the inside of the building more than the outside. Uncertainties are introduced by averaging the fluxes

towards the roof, wall and windows, since these represent the building envelope, which links the inside and the outside. For

example, in the case where one part of the building is heated to 21 ◦C whereas the other part is heated to 19 ◦C, the temperature10

of the wall will not be the same in the two parts of the building. For behaviours that only slightly modulate the indoor conditions,

such simplifications are small compared to other simplifications of TEB, especially the single-layer assumption, which does

not allow distinction between the sunlit and shaded parts of the wall.

We perform one-dimensional “Offline” simulations using the meteorological data observed at the meteorological tower during

the CAPITOUL campaign (Section 4) as forcing to test how well different behaviours can be represented with our approach.15

We compare the simulated components of the urban surface energy balance (Equation 1) for two model configurations.

– “Tile-approach”: Two simulations with N = 1 but different settings for input parameters related to human behaviour

(e.g. different design temperature for heating). The simulated fluxes (e.g. Qsen) for the two simulations are aggregated

50-50.

– “Fractional-approach”: The same variety of behaviours as for the “Tile-approach” is represented by one simulation with20

N = 2 and fractional behaviours with f1 = 0.5 and f2 = 0.5 (e.g. fractional design temperature for heating).

The “Tile-approach” represents the “true” solution in the case where there are different behaviours in separate buildings, which

therefore (nearly) do not interact. The comparison between the “Fractional-approach” and the “Tile-approach” allows us to

quantify the error made by simulated interactions between the different fractional behaviours that occur due to the aggregation

of the fluxes towards the building envelope. We define that the “Fractional-approach” is sufficiently accurate if the average25

diurnal cycles of all components of the urban surface energy balance are simulated for all seasons with a Mean Absolute Error

of less than 5 Wm−2 and less than 10% of the differences between the two “Tile-approach”-simulations.

We find that the “Fractional-approach” is sufficiently accurate if the different use/behaviour do not cause too large a difference

in the indoor air temperature. This is the case for different heating and air conditioning design temperatures, fractional venti-

lation and shading. The only exception is when parts of the buildings are not heated and isolated from the heated buildings. In30

this case, the difference in the indoor air temperature between the heated fraction and the non heated fraction becomes so large
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that relative errors of ~20% appear. The “Fractional-approach” can therefore be used for urban tissues where the non heated

part of a building is not completely isolated from the heated part. Otherwise a “Tile-approach” separating the heated and non

heated buildings should be used.

3 Building use and human behaviour in France5

The enhancement of TEB described in Section 2 allows the variety of building use and human behaviour at grid point scale

to be represented. Detailed information on the urban area of investigation is required to make use of these enhancements.

Human behaviours related to building energy consumption depend on the socio-economical characteristics of the population

and cultural practices. For example, air conditioning is very common in large parts of the US (Sailor and Pavlova, 2003),

whereas it is rare in western Europe. Such information is crucial for a precise simulation of building energy consumption. The10

determination of all relevant information on building use and behaviour for the entire world is beyond the scope of this study.

In this section, we derive these data for France and describe how we take them into account in the enhanced version of TEB.

Our general approach is to assign the behaviour-related parameters of TEB as a function of building use. In Section 3.1, we

describe the datasets we exploit, in Section 3.2 how we determine building use. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we describe how we

derive the TEB input parameters related to human behaviour. Finally, in Section 3.5 we provide the model configuration for15

simulation of urban climate and building energy consumption in France.

3.1 Datasets

In France, administrative datasets that provide centralised information on the morphology and use of buildings and the socio-

economical status of the population are readily available. The following administrative datasets are used here:

– The French Geographical Institute IGN compiles a digital cadastre (the IGN-BDTOPO) providing information on build-20

ing morphology and use for every building in France (http://professionnels.ign.fr/bdtopo). This dataset is regularly up-

dated; we use the version from 2014.

– The French Institute on Economics and Statistics (INSEE) conducts a census of the entire French population (the INSEE-

Census). It provides information on the socio-economical status (e.g. age, sex, professional situation) of each person as

well as on household equipment (e.g. type of heating system) and composition (e.g. habitable floor area, number of25

inhabitants). Here we use data from the most recent complete census, performed in 2011. To protect privacy, the census

data are aggregated over about 2000 individuals. The spatial resolution therefore depends on the population density and

is as low as ~300x300 m2 in dense city centres. Data can be retrieved via

https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/2011208?sommaire=2011338
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– The INSEE also provides the population density in gridded form (hereafter INSEE-Density). The resolution is 200x200

m2, we use the 2010 version. Data can be retrieved via

https://www.data.gouv.fr/fr/datasets/donnees-carroyees-a-200-m-sur-la-population/

The data on building morphology included in the IGN-BDTOPO have been used by Amossé (2015) to determine the so-

called “urban typology” via statistical classification. It describes the building type and alignment (e.g “Detached Low-rise”,5

“Continuous Rows of Mid-rise”, “Extended Low-rise”). The urban typology is comparable to a French version of the built-

up classes included in the Local Climate Zone classification by Stewart and Oke (2012). It can provide valuable information

on building use. For example, “Detached Low-rise” corresponds mainly to individual housing, while “Extended Low-rise” is

typical for commercial or industrial buildings.

The administrative datasets cover all of France, but they do not include details on energy-related human behaviour. More10

detailed surveys on these aspects are thus required. The following are used in this study:

– The ENERGIHAB survey (Lévy and Roudil, 2012) provides information on energy-related behaviours for 1950 house-

holds in the Paris region (Ile de France). Data are available on the design temperature for heating, the electrical appliances

installed and the frequency of their use, and practices concerning ventilation and shading. ENERGIHAB contains only

very little information on air conditioning, since it is not common in the Paris region.15

– The INSEE conducts regular surveys on practices related to building energy consumption, the “Enquête Nationale sur

le Logement” (ENL). Here we use the surveys from 2006 and 2013. These comprise a sample of ~36000 households

(~27000 households) for 2006 (2013) distributed over all of France. The ENL survey contains information on electricity

consumption and the presence of air conditioning. However, there is no information on how air conditioning is used.

The exploration of the administrative datasets, surveys and our a priori knowledge of the climatic and cultural situation of20

France allows us to determine basic information about energy-related human behaviour. As nearly all homes are equipped with

heating systems, heating during the winter contributes considerably to the building energy consumption and thus needs to be

taken into account. On the other hand, air conditioning is rare in residential buildings, with a national average installation rate

of 3.2% (6.7%) in 2006 (2013). Even in the regions close to the Mediterranean, which experience the mildest climate, the

installation rate is only 12.8% (24.6%) in 2006 (2013). Instead of air conditioning, people tend to use shading elements to limit25

solar heat gains, along with ventilation in the evening. In office buildings, air conditioning is more frequent, but the market is

far from saturated.

3.2 Building use

Our general approach is to assign the behaviour-related parameters of TEB as a function of building use. Information on

building use is available in the IGN-BDTOPO. Four main categories of building use are defined for each building: industry,30

commerce, agriculture and “undefined”. This basic information allows us to identify industrial and agricultural buildings as well

as large commercial buildings. In addition, all buildings of public interest (e.g. schools) are indicated in the IGN-BDTOPO. By
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combining this information, we can distinguish between residential (individual and collective), office, commerce, education,

public health, industry, agriculture, religious, and sport use, as well as identify castles and non heated buildings.

However, one important aspect of French cities is not described in the administrative datasets. In French city centres, many

formerly purely residential buildings have been partially converted to commercial and/or office buildings. For example, the

ground floor of nearly all buildings close to the city centres is occupied by small shops or restaurants, which are not declared5

as commerce in the IGN-BDTOPO. This is relevant to the modelling of building energy consumption, since the schedules of

occupation and the use of the commercial and office part of these buildings differ substantially from that of the residential part.

In order to determine the fraction of commercial and office buildings we use the data on urban typology, the INSEE-Density,

and our a priori knowledge of French cities.

– The urban typologies “Detached Low-rise”, “Detached Mid-rise” and “Semi-Detached Low-rise” correspond mainly to10

individual houses in suburban areas or town houses. We therefore assume that their use is purely residential.

– We assume that “Extended Low-rise” buildings of “undefined” use in the IGN-BDTOPO are industrial buildings.

For the remaining urban typologies of “undefined” use, we take into account the number of inhabitants Ninh per building floor

area (Afloor). High-rise buildings are not very common in France and only seldom of mixed use. We therefore only distinguish

purely office use in the case where Ninh
Afloor

> 120m−2 and purely residential use otherwise.15

For the other urban typologies, we assume that there is a non-residential fraction (fnres) in the case where Ninh
Afloor

> 60 m−2

(Equation 24). This threshold is based on the value of the habitable floor area per inhabitant in residential buildings averaged

over France, which is 36 m2 in 2011 (MEDDE, 2012). We increase this value to 60 m2 to account for the non-habitable floor

area of buildings (elevators, staircase, attics and so on). However, this is only a gross assumption and therefore a considerable

source of uncertainty since, for example, the habitable floor area per inhabitant might vary between different cities.20

fnres =max

(
0, 1− 60 Ninh

Afloor

)
(24)

We further divide the area of the building footprint (Afoot) by the total floor area to obtain the ground floor fraction (fground;

Equation 25).

fground =
Afoot
Afloor

(25)

– For the urban typology “Continuous Row of Mid-rise”, we assume that the ground floor might be entirely occupied by25

stores since this urban typology is very typical for the centre of French cities (e.g. Figure 5d). The resulting fraction

of commercial use (fcom) is given by Equation 26. For the buildings whose non-residential fraction is larger than the

commercial fraction, we assign an office fraction (foff ) according to Equation 27.

– For “Discontinuous Row of Low (Mid)-rise” and “Continuous Row of Low-rise”, the same approach is used as for

“Continuous Row of Mid-rise”. However, only up to half of the ground floor can be occupied by stores; the remaining30

non-residential fraction is assigned as office space.
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution in the agglomeration of Toulouse, France of (a): Dominant building use at grid point scale and (b): Fraction of

commercial use. The horizontal resolution is 250x250 m2.

fcom =min(fground,fnres) (26)

foff =max(fnres− fground,0) (27)

Based on the building use data at building scale, we define the dominant building use as the building use with the largest

floor area at grid point scale. In Figure 3, we display the dominant building use and the fraction of commercial use for the5

domain covering the agglomeration of Toulouse, for which we will conduct the evaluation of building energy consumption in

Section 4. The dominant building use (Figure 3a) is mainly collective housing close to the city centre and individual housing

in suburban areas. However, considerable parts of the domain are covered by university campuses, large commercial buildings,

and industrial zones. The information included in the IGN-BDTOPO allows us to identify these building uses. The fraction of

commercial use is mainly between 0.1 and 0.2 close to the centre of the city, which represents the presence of shops on the10

ground floor of the buildings, which is common in this area.

It must be kept in mind that the approach to determine building use described in this section is tailored to the structure of French

cities and the availability of administrative datasets. Different approaches are needed for other regions of the world. Kunze

and Hecht (2015) have shown that information on (fractional) building use might be derived from collaborative geographical

datasets like OpenStreetMap. Such approaches are promising, since in many regions no detailed administrative datasets exist.15
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3.3 Human behaviour in residential buildings

Bourgeois et al. (2017) developed statistical models, calibrated with data from the ENERGIHAB survey that allow the pre-

diction of indicators related to human behaviour based on the INSEE-Census data. Since these are available for each person

in France, maps of the behavioural indicators can be produced for the entire country. Details concerning the methodology of

Bourgeois et al. (2017) are not repeated here. The following information is used:5

– The Efficiency Tendency (ET) (ECR in Bourgeois et al. (2017)) indicates to which degree inhabitants tend to regulate

equipments related with building energy consumption. For implementation in TEB we only consider the relationship

between ET and the use of the heating system. In households with high (low) ET, the design temperature for heating is

on average lower (higher) and more likely to be reduced when the building is vacant or during the night. Furthermore,

for high (low) ET a larger (smaller) part of the building is not heated. The ET is lower for collective than for individual10

heating systems. This is consistent with previous findings (Guerra Santin (2013); Kelly et al. (2013)). ET also depends

on the type of fuel used in the heating system (e.g. electrical heating, gas, and so on). ET is high for electrical heating

systems, which is plausible, since they are easy to adjust. ET tends to decrease with increasing age of the household ref-

erence person. This confirms previous studies indicating that elderly people tend to heat more (Motuziene and Vilutiene

(2013); de Meester et al. (2013)). The statistical model of Bourgeois et al. (2017) predicts whether one household will15

be of high or low ET (2 classes). For this reason, we take the values of the heating design temperature and the non heated

fraction of the buildings available from the ENERGIHAB survey and average them for the households falling into the

high and the low ET class, respectively. These values (Table A3) are used to initialise TEB for the residential buildings.

– Bourgeois et al. (2017) also define indicators related to Equipment with large household appliances (EQ) and the intensity

of use of large electrical appliances (IU). Similar to ET, there are two classes (high and low) for both EQ and IU. For20

the purpose of urban climate modelling we are only interested in the actual heat release due to electrical appliances.

We therefore combine the EQ and IU indicators to the Equipment-Intensity-of-Use (EIU) indicator. It has three classes.

High EIU corresponds to high EQ and high IU, low EIU to low EQ and low IU and medium EIU to high (low) EQ in

combination with low (high) IU. The EIU tends to be higher for a larger number of inhabitants per household and for a

smaller habitable floor area. This is unsurprising since more inhabitants per habitable floor area will lead on average to25

more use of electrical appliances. Bourgeois et al. (2017) calculate the average electricity consumption available from

the ENL dataset for the 3 classes of the EIU indicator. These values are used to initialise the parameters related to the

internal heat release in TEB (Table A4). The electricity consumption due to domestic warm water has been excluded

from the ENL dataset. This is justified for urban climate modelling, since a large part of the energy exits the building

through pipes and into the sewage system (Heiple and Sailor, 2008). The internal heat release due to metabolism is also30

not included, since in industrial countries it is often negligible compared to the other components of the anthropogenic

heat flux (Grimmond, 1992). Metabolic heat may have to be included for cities in developing countries.
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Figure 4. Spatial distribution in the agglomeration Toulouse of (a): Fraction of households with high Efficiency Tendency (ET) and (b):

Fraction of households with high Equipment-Intensity-of-Use (EIU). The spatial variability is introduced by the predictors of the statistical

models described in Bourgeois et al. (2017). These are the heating system type (collective/individual), the type of fuel used in the heating

system, and the age of the inhabitants for ET and the number of inhabitants per habitable floor area for EIU.

– No robust statistical relationships between the behaviours related to ventilation and shading and the INSEE-Census data

have been found by Bourgeois et al. (2017). The spatial variability of these behaviours can therefore not be taken into

account. Nevertheless, the fraction of people applying ventilation and shading during warm conditions and during the

night could be derived from the ENERGIHAB data (Table A5).

The statistical models developed by Bourgeois et al. (2017) are used to predict the behavioural indicators for each household5

and we then derive maps of the fraction of households with high ET as well as with high and low EIU. The behavioural

indicators differ systematically between collective and individual housing. Thus, for each behavioural indicator, we produce a

map for collective and individual housing. These maps are read by TEB, and we describe in Section 3.5 how we further use

the indicators. In Figure 4, we display maps of the ET and EIU indicators for the city of Toulouse as an example. The spatial

variability of the ET indicator (Figure 4a) is mainly due to the spatial distribution of the heating system type and the fuel type10

used in the heating system. These can differ considerably in different parts of the urban agglomeration. The spatial variability

of the EIU indicator (Figure 4b) is due to the spatial distribution of the number of inhabitants per habitable floor area.

3.4 Behaviours in non-residential buildings

The behavioural indicators are not used in non-residential buildings. Instead, the behaviour-related parameters are initialised

as a function of the building use via lookup tables.15
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The values of the design temperature for heating and air conditioning are given in Table A3. We assume that air conditioning

is used in “offices”, “commerce” and “public health”. We choose a relatively high design temperature of 28 ◦C, since we know

that not all such buildings are air conditioned in France. Educational buildings are used only rarely during the warm season

(holidays) and are therefore not equipped with air conditioning. For “industry” we assume that only a small fraction (0.05)

of the building is heated. We apply only little to no heating for the uses “agriculture”, “religious”, “sport”, “castle” and “non5

heated”.

The values for the internal heat release and its modulation during vacancy and at night are given in Table A4. For the building

uses “office”, “commerce”, “public health” and “education”, we assume higher values of the internal heat release than for

residential buildings in order to represent the higher density of electrical appliances and/or the larger density of occupation.

For industrial buildings we do not consider that some buildings might be power plants or other large energy consumers. Such10

facilities need to be taken into account by using an inventory of large energy consumers.

The contribution of lighting to the total internal heat release is only 5% to 15% (Yun et al., 2012) which does not justify a

detailed modelling (e.g. depending on indoor illumination) for urban climate simulations. Apart from lighting, the radiative

part of internal heat release includes also emission of longwave radiation from electrical appliances, which can be relatively

important (e.g. up to 40% for computers; Hosni et al. (1999)). We therefore consider a radiative part of the internal heat release15

of 0.4 for office and commercial uses and 0.2 for all building uses.

We assume that no shading is made for the non-residential buildings (Table A5). Buildings of this type are normally not

equipped with shading elements in France. Since we assume air conditioning for the office, commerce and public health

buildings, no overheating will occur for these building uses. Ventilation is only included in educational buildings, since these

are not equipped with air conditioning.20

3.5 Representation of building use and human behaviour for urban climate simulations in France

Based on our knowledge of the variety of building use and human behaviour in France and its relevance for building energy

consumption, we define the TEB configuration for urban climate and building energy consumption simulations in France.

Depending on the dominant building use, we distinguish up to 6 fractions of sub-grid-scale building use and human behaviour

(Table 1).25

– For grid points with dominant residential use, we distinguish a total of 6 fractional uses and behaviours. We consider for

a non heated, a commerce, an office and a residential fraction with 3 different design temperatures for heating. The values

of the commerce and office fractions are given by the maps of fcom and foff described in Section 3.2, the values for the

non heated fraction are given in Table A3. In the commerce and office fraction, the schedules of building occupation and

all input parameters related to human behaviour correspond to the values defined for the uses “office” and “commerce”.30

In the non heated fraction there is no heating, air conditioning or internal heat release. In the residential fraction, we

consider 3 different design temperatures for heating. They correspond to the values for high and low ET (Table A3) and

their arithmetic average. The occurrence frequencies of these 3 different design temperatures (flow, fmed and fhigh;
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Table 1. Overview on the detail of representation of fractional building use and human behaviour for simulations in France.

Dominant building use Number of fractions Type of fractional use and behaviour

Residential 6 Non heated fraction, commerce and office fraction, 3 design temperatures for heating

Office 4 Non heated fraction, 3 design temperatures for heating and air conditioning

Commerce 4 Non heated fraction, 3 design temperatures for heating and air conditioning

Education 4 Non heated fraction, 3 design temperatures for heating

Public health 4 Non heated fraction, 3 design temperatures for heating and air conditioning

Industry 2 Heated and non heated fraction

Agriculture 1 Only main use

Religious 1 Only main use

Sport 1 Only main use

Castle 1 Only main use

Non heated 1 Only main use

Equations 28 to 30) are initialised based on the maps of the ET indicator (e.g. Figure 4a). However, due to the strong

variability of the human behaviours, even for the hypothetical case that all households at grid point scale fall into the

high-ET class (fhighET = 1), not all households heat to the design temperature averaged over the high-ET class. For this

reason, the fraction of households with high ET in Equations 28 to 30 is multiplied with the corresponding conditional

probability given in Table A6. For example, pHighETT−low is the probability that a household will heat to the lower design5

temperature given that it belongs to the high ET class.

– For grid points with dominant uses “office”, “commerce”, “public health” and “education” , we distinguish 4 fractions:

the non heated fraction and 3 different design temperatures for heating or air conditioning. We assume that one third of

the floor area is heated to the design temperature given in Table A3 and one third to 2 K lower and higher, respectively.

A similar approach is used for air conditioning, except that educational buildings are not air conditioned at all.10

– For grid points with dominant industrial use we only distinguish between a heated and non heated part.

– For grid points with dominant uses “agriculture”, “religious”, “sport”, “castle” and “non heated”, we don’t consider for

fractional use or behaviour.
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flow = fhighET pHighETT−low + (1− fhighET ) pLowETT−low (28)

fmed = fhighET pHighETT−med + (1− fhighET ) pLowETT−med (29)

fhigh = fhighET pHighETT−high + (1− fhighET ) pLowETT−high (30)5

The value for the internal heat release in the residential fraction of the buildings is initialised via the EIU indicator. We judge

the differences between the values for high (5 Wm−2) and low (3 Wm−2) EIU to not be sufficiently large to justify the

consideration of more fractional behaviours. Therefore, we apply the same value of the internal heat release in all 3 residential

fractions. Nevertheless, the spatial variability of the internal heat release is taken into account by the maps of the EIU indicator

(Figure 4b). These are used to interpolate (Equation 31) the average values of the nominative internal heat release (QINnom)10

for the high, medium and low EIU classes that are given in Table A4.

QINnom = fhighEIU QINHighEIU
nom + f lowEIU QIN

LowEIU
nom +(1− f lowEIU − f

high
EIU ) QINMedEIU

nom (31)

We do not distinguish between specific types of ventilation and shading behaviours since, given the low prevalence of air con-

ditioning, these are more relevant for indoor human thermal comfort then for building energy consumption.

15

4 Evaluation of building energy consumption for the CAPITOUL campaign (Toulouse)

In this section, we evaluate the spatio-temporal variability of building energy consumption simulated by our enhanced version

of TEB. The evaluation is made for the CAPITOUL observation campaign (Masson et al., 2008) conducted between March

2004 and February 2005 for the agglomeration of Toulouse in southern France (43.6◦N; 1.4◦E). Various observations of the

urban boundary layer were made. They include observations at a meteorological tower in the centre of Toulouse in 18.5 to 27.520

m above the average building height. We use the tower observations to force TEB in “Offline”-Mode. An inventory of energy

consumption was compiled by Pigeon et al. (2007) for the time period of the CAPITOUL campaign. In Section 4.1, we briefly

describe the inventory and its uncertainties. We perform four simulations representing building use and human behaviour with

different levels of complexity (Section 4.2). The results will be discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. In Section 4.5, we discuss

the impact of using fractional building use and human behaviour on computation time.25
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4.1 Inventory of building energy consumption

The inventory of energy consumption covers both buildings and traffic. We focus on building energy consumption only. The

inventory represents the energy consumption in a domain of 15x15 km2 covering the agglomeration of Toulouse. The underly-

ing basic data are 10-minute-values of electricity consumption and daily values of gas consumption. These two energy sources

cover about 85% of the building energy consumption. The contributions of other sources (e.g. wood, fuel) have been estimated5

by Pigeon et al. (2007) based on the INSEE-Census data on the prevailing fuel types used in heating systems and statistics on

the mean annual energy consumption per heating system type available from the regional observatory for energy (Observatoire

Régional de l’Energie en Midi-Pyrénées - OREMIP). We assume that the time-dependency of energy consumption due to the

other sources is proportional to the electricity and gas consumption. Uncertainties of the building energy consumption aggre-

gated over the 15x15 km2 domain are mainly due to the spatial representativity of the gas consumption values, which is not10

precisely known, and the other sources. However, due to the low contribution of these other sources, we can assume that the

domain-aggregated energy consumption is accurate to ~15%. There are no large industrial or agricultural energy consumers in

the domain of investigation. Most of the energy is thus consumed inside residential, office and commercial buildings.

We spatially disaggregate the daily values of energy consumption to a grid of 250x250 m2 resolution following a very similar

methodology than Pigeon et al. (2007). However, we use the total floor area instead of the building density as spatial weight to15

account for the fact that, on average, higher buildings consume more energy than lower buildings. The spatially disaggregated

building energy consumption can be highly uncertain at single grid points, since we do not consider the building construction

period or use, which are known to strongly influence building energy consumption.

We do not investigate sub-daily energy consumption as the gas consumption, which is the largest contributor during the heating

season, is only available on daily basis.20

4.2 Model setup

TEB is the component of the Externalised Surface SURFEX for urban areas. The purely-vegetated part of the domain (only

a few grid points) is simulated with the natural surface parametrisation ISBA (Noilhan and Planton, 1989), and the water

surfaces (few small lakes and Garonne river) with the lake parametrisation FLAKE (Mironov et al., 2010). Due to the choice

of the Offline-approach, ruling out any effects of advection, the ISBA and FLAKE results can be expected to have no relevant25

influence on the model results presented here. Nevertheless, within the urbanised areas, the fraction of urban vegetation (e.g.

gardens, parks, street trees) is considered in TEB following the methodology of Lemonsu et al. (2012). The vertical distribution

of air temperature, humidity, wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy within the street canyon is taken into account (Hamdi

and Masson, 2008). The road directions are assumed to be uniform. The convective exchange coefficients are calculated using

the “DOE-2” option implemented by Pigeon et al. (2014). The aerodynamic roughness length is assumed to be the building30

height divided by ten. The roughness length for scalar quantities is calculated following Kanda et al. (2007).

The domain of investigation is the same as for the spatially disaggregated inventory of energy consumption.
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4.2.1 Meteorological forcing

The TEB simulation is conducted in “Offline”-Mode using 30-minute values of air temperature, specific humidity, wind speed,

direct and diffuse shortwave radiation, longwave radiation, as well the rainfall and snowfall rate measured at the meteorological

tower close to the centre of Toulouse as forcing. The wind direction is not relevant for this “Offline” application. As the mast

is located in the centre of the city, it includes urban effects like the urban heat island, which might reduce (increase) the5

energy consumption for heating (air conditioning). The same meteorological forcing is applied over the entire domain of

investigation. Therefore, the air temperature of the forcing might be too high in the regions located in the suburban areas of

Toulouse. However, as a large part of the heated floor area is located close to the city centre, the domain-aggregated energy

demand might not be strongly influenced by this approximation.

4.2.2 Urban morphology and building architecture10

Data related to urban morphology and building architecture is taken from the MApUCE database, which provides information

on urban morphology, architecture and behaviours for 80 French cities. The TEB input parameters related to urban morphology

(e.g. building density, building height) have been calculated based on the information on building geometry included in the

IGN-BDTOPO. The parameters related to building architecture (e.g. roof albedo) are initialised via the architectural database

compiled by Tornay et al. (2017). The urban vegetation has been retrieved via satellite images (Crombette et al., 2014). In15

Figure 5, we display the most relevant elements of the urban morphology for the domain of investigation. The building use is

displayed in Figure 3. The centre of Toulouse is characterised by a relatively small domain of about 2x2 km2 with a building

density above 0.4 (Figure 5a), building heights between 15 and 25 m (Figure 5b) and a façade surface density above 1 (Figure

5c). The dominant urban typology of this area is “Continuous Row of Mid-Rise” (Figure 5d). The remaining part of the domain

is less densely built.20

There are inconsistencies in the dates of our various input data (e.g. 2014 for the IGN-BDTOPO, 2011 for the INSEE-Census)

and the date of the CAPITOUL campaign (2004-2005). However, the change in the number of inhabitants within the domain of

investigation between 2004 and 2014 is only about 10% and therefore of a similar magnitude as the uncertainty of the inventory

on building energy consumption.

4.2.3 Model experiments25

We perform a total of 4 simulations in order to test the influence of the behaviour-related input parameters on the simulated

building energy consumption.

– DEF: “Default” behaviour-related input parameters. Independently of building use or behavioural indicators, all buildings

are heated to 19 ◦C and air conditioned to 27 ◦C. The internal heat release is 5 Wm−2, and there is neither ventilation nor

shading. This would be a typical model configuration in cases where the modeller lacks specific knowledge of building30

use and human behaviour.
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Figure 5. Urban morphology at a spatial resolution of 250x250 m2 for the agglomeration of Toulouse. The prevailing dominant urban

typologies are Detached Low-rise (D-Lr), Semi-Detached Low-rise (SD-Lr), Discontinuous Rows of Low-rise (DR-Lr), Detached Mid-rise

(D-Mr), Discontinuous Rows of Mid-rise (DR-Mr), Continuous Rows of Mid-rise (CR-Mr), High-rise Building (Hr-B), Extended Low-rise

(E-Lr) and Unheated buildings (Unh).
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– DOM: Behaviour-related input parameters are assigned as a function of the “dominant” building use (Tables A3, A4,

A5). The design temperature for heating in the residential buildings corresponds to the arithmetic average between the

values for high and low ET, the internal heat release in the residential buildings to the values for medium EIU. No

fractional building use or human behaviour is considered.

– SIX: Model configuration with 6 fractional uses and behaviours as described in Section 3.5, but with all behavioural5

indicators set to their “neutral” value. These are by definition of the behavioural indicators fhighET = 0.5 and fhighEIU = 0.25;

f lowEIU = 0.25.

– MAP: Model configuration for France as described in Section 3.5. The 6 most important fractional uses and behaviours

are distinguished and the input parameters related to heating and internal heat release are initialised using the maps of

the behavioural indicators (e.g. Figure 4).10

The comparison between the 4 model configurations indicates the degree to which the more complex representation of human

behaviours improves the simulated building energy consumption.

4.3 Domain-aggregated building energy consumption

In Figure 6, we display the time series of the simulated and observed daily values of domain-aggregated building energy con-

sumption in gigawatt-day (GWd). One gigawatt corresponds to the typical power of a nuclear or conventional power plant.15

To objectively quantify the influence of the more complex representation of human behaviour, we also calculate the Mean

Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the daily energy consumption values.

During the warm season (mid of May to end of October), the inventory values are lowest (~0.4 GWd) and vary only slightly

in time. The lack of dependence of energy consumption on air temperature indicates that air conditioning plays only a minor

role. Energy consumption is mainly due to the use of electrical appliances. There is a weak weekly cycle, which is due to the20

closed shops on Sunday and the vacancy of offices on both Saturday and Sunday. During the cold season, due to the prevalence

of heating, energy consumption increases strongly and is very sensitive to air temperature. For example, there is a marked

increase of energy consumption to above 2 GWd during a cold spell at the end of January.

The analysis of the 4 model experiments described in Section 4.2.3 indicates that a more complex representation of human

behaviour enhances the simulated time series of building energy consumption. For DEF (Figure 6a), the building energy con-25

sumption is overestimated during the warm season, since all buildings are air conditioned, which is not the case in reality.

During the heating season, the building energy consumption is too sensitive to air temperature. For example, there is a strong

overestimation of energy consumption during the cold wave at the end of January. This is due to the overestimation of the

heated floor area, since for DEF all buildings are heated to 19 ◦C. The results for DEF indicate that large uncertainties of the

building energy consumption might occur if no details on building use and human behaviour are taken into account.30

Assigning the behaviour-related input parameters as a function of the dominant building use (DOM; Figure 6b) improves the

results. For example, the increase of energy consumption during warm periods is no longer simulated, since the residential

buildings are no longer air conditioned. However, the sensitivity of the building energy consumption to air temperature is still
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too high. The main reason for this is that, in the real city, not all buildings are heated to the same temperature. Therefore,

compared to the MAP configuration (Figure 6d), less heating is required during the transition seasons since the fraction of

buildings heated to relatively high design temperatures is not considered. During the coldest periods, the simulated building

energy consumption is too high for DOM since the fraction of buildings heated to lower design temperatures and the commer-

cial and office fractions are not considered.5

The differences between the simulation with 6 fractional uses and behaviours, but neutral behavioural indicators (SIX; Figure

6c) and the simulation with maps of the behavioural indicators (MAP; Figure 6d) are small. This indicates that it is more

important to account for the diverse range of heating design temperatures than for its detailed spatial variability. However, the

maps of behavioural indicators might still improve the spatial pattern of simulated building energy demand.

The model experiments indicate that a rather detailed representation of the variety of building use and human behaviour is10

required to obtain good results for the time series of building energy consumption at the scale of an urban agglomeration.

The RMSE and MAE decrease by a factor of two between the most detailed (MAP) and the simplest (DEF) representation

of behaviours. For DEF, the magnitude of the simulated anthropogenic heat flux can be inaccurate up to a factor of two. This

could have adverse impacts, for example, on the simulated urban heat island when TEB is coupled to an atmospheric model.

Even for the most complex representation of behaviours, there are remaining uncertainties of the simulated building energy15

consumption which must be kept in mind when applying the model to other urban agglomerations. These could be due to any

of the following:

– Renovation of buildings, which is taken into account only in a simplified way in the database on building architecture.

– The unknown capacity of the heating system. This might explain the overestimation of building energy consumption

during the cold periods.20

– Neglecting ventilation during the cold season or overestimating solar heat gains, which might be responsible for the

underestimation of building energy consumption in spring.

4.4 Spatial distribution of building energy consumption

We evaluate the spatial distribution of the anthropogenic heat flux due to building energy consumption simulated for the

MAP model configuration against the spatially disaggregated inventory. The simulated and observed heat fluxes averaged over25

December, January, February (DJF) and June, July, August (JJA) are displayed in Figure 7, with the spatial bias and RMSE for

these time periods in Figure 8. Building energy consumption is highest close to the city centre (50 to 100 Wm−2 in DJF and

20 to 50 Wm−2 in JJA) and decreases towards the outskirts of the city. This spatial distribution is mainly consistent with the

distribution of building density, building height and façade surface density (Figure 5).

TEB provides a good representation of the spatial pattern of building energy consumption during both seasons. For DJF, there30

are areas with considerable biases which are mainly due to the spatial distribution of the dominant building construction period

(not shown). For example, the area south east of the city centre is characterised by post-war buildings which are known to be
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Figure 6. Simulated and observed time series of daily values of building energy consumption aggregated over the agglomeration of Toulouse

for (a): Uniform default behaviours (DEF), (b): Behaviours assigned as a function of the dominant building use (DOM), (c): 6 uses and

behaviours as described in Section 3.5, but with neutral behavioural indicators (SIX) and (d): 6 uses and behaviours and maps of behavioural

indicators (MAP).
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large consumers for heating energy. In this area, it is plausible that the simulated building energy consumption is larger than

the inventory, since TEB takes into account for the influence of the construction period on construction materials whereas the

construction period has not been considered for the spatial disaggregation of the energy consumption values in the inventory.

For JJA, the values for the bias and RMSE are quite low. This is no surprise, since there is no heating, which is the main source

of uncertainty for building energy consumption.5

The evaluation of the spatial distribution of building energy consumption shows that the general pattern is represented well and

the main differences between the TEB results and the inventory are not necessarily due to TEB shortcomings. Nevertheless,

during the heating season, relatively large uncertainties of the simulated building energy demand remain at some grid points.

Improved inventories are therefore required in order to further constrain the simulated building energy consumption.

4.5 Influence of fractional behaviour on computation time10

The use of fractional behaviour leads to an increase of computation time. For the MAP simulation (6 fractional behaviours), the

wall clock time is increased by a factor of 1.95 compared to the DEF simulation (1 building use and behaviour). Our approach

is therefore about a factor of 3 faster than using 6 tiles for the entire TEB scheme, which would increase the computation

time by about a factor of 6. However, it has to be kept in mind that computation time is very specific to the model setup,

application and computer. The simulations were performed using mpi on 3 Intel Core i7-2920XM CPU (2.50GHz) processors15

of a notebook with a Linux operating system. Different results for the computational performance might be obtained for other

applications of TEB or on a different computer.

5 Conclusions

In this article, we presented how we enhance the Town Energy Balance TEB in order to take into account fractional building

use and human behaviour, and how we deal with behaviours like heating, air conditioning, ventilation and shading. These20

can influence the building energy consumption, which can in turn be an important contributor to the anthropogenic heat flux.

We show how we determine and initialise behaviour-related input parameters of TEB for France by combining information

available from administrative datasets and surveys. We evaluated the enhanced version of TEB for the CAPITOUL campaign

and demonstrated that a more detailed representation of building use and human behaviours improves the spatio-temporal

variability of the simulated building energy consumption.25

Future work on human behaviour-related aspects in TEB is needed to address two main issues.

– First, the described model configuration for France must be further evaluated and improved. This has been limited by the

availability of data on building energy consumption. Additional data is becoming available thanks to open data policies.

An evaluation for a variety of French cities could reveal potential shortcomings, such as the neglect of residential air

conditioning or the neglect of secondary residences in regions with a lot of tourism. The climatic differences between30

northern and southern France might also reveal shortcomings, since we could only evaluate the model for a city in

southern France.
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Figure 7. Anthropogenic heat flux due to building energy consumption in the agglomeration of Toulouse simulated for the MAP model

configuration. (a): TEB results averaged over December, January, February (DJF), (b): same as (a), but spatially disaggregated inventory, (c)

and (d): same as (a) and (b), but for June, July August (JJA). The horizontal resolution is 250x250 m2.

– Secondly, additional work is required in order to obtain information on human behaviour in other regions of the world.

While the model developments and parametrisations presented in this article remain valid, substantial changes of the
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Figure 8. Evaluation of the spatio-temporal variability of simulated building energy consumption in the agglomeration of Toulouse for the

MAP model configuration. (a): Bias for DJF, (b): Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the daily values for DJF, (c) and (d): same as (a) and

(b), but for JJA. The horizontal resolution is 250x250 m2.

model configuration will have to be made in subtropical or tropical regions, where heating plays little to no role, but

the practices of the inhabitants concerning ventilation and air conditioning need to be considered in order to correctly
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simulate the building energy demand. Data on building use, equipment and human behaviour might be derived from

inventories, sector-wide energy consumption data, OpenStreetMap, or surveys.

The TEB developments we describe in this article lay the groundwork for simulations of urban climate coupled to building

energy consumption. In future studies, the feedbacks between the building energy consumption and the urban climate should be

investigated in simulations where TEB is coupled to an atmospheric model. Especially for the winter season, it would be useful5

to quantify the feedbacks between heating energy consumption and the urban heat island, since this has not been done much.

The building energy consumption is often related to emissions of pollutants and CO2. These emissions could be parametrised

in the atmospheric models as a function of the simulated building energy consumption and the type of heating and air condi-

tioning system. The impact of climate change mitigation and adaptation measures such as green and white roofs on both the

urban climate and building energy consumption should be investigated in order to quantify their potential in different parts of10

the world.

6 Code availability

The TEB code is available in open source via the surface modelling platform SURFEX (http://www.cnrm-game-meteo.fr/surfex/).

It is updated relatively infrequently (every 3 to 6 months). The developments presented here are not yet included in the latest15

version. However, their inclusion is planned. In the meantime, the routines modified with respect to SURFEX v.8.0 as well as

the run directories of the model experiments described in Section 4.2.3 can be retrieved via https://zenodo.org/record/818632

(DOI 10.5281/zenodo.818632 ).

7 Data availability

The MApUCE database describing the tissue of about 80 urban agglomerations in France can be visualised (http://mapuce.orbisgis.org/).20

The underlying data are partly available on request.

Appendix A: Representation of human behaviours in TEB

In this section, we describe how we represent different human behaviours in TEB. Due to the non-linearity of most involved

processes, all model equations presented in this Appendix are solved separately for each fractional building use and behaviour.

A1 Schedules of building occupation25

Human behaviours such as the adjustment of the design temperature for heating and air conditioning, opening windows, or the

use of shading devices are related to the presence of humans and their activity. For each building use, we therefore define a

fractional building occupation (focc) with a predefined diurnal cycle (Table A1) that might be different for weekdays (Monday
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Table A1. Definition of the schedules used to assign the building occupation. A total of four time intervals per day (S1 to S4) are considered.

The time period defined for S4 corresponds to the “night”. The values are in solar time. In France, solar time is one (two) hours earlier than

local time in winter (daylight savings time).

Building use S1 [h] S2 [h] S3 [h] S4 [h]

Residential 5-7 7-16 16-23 23-5

Office 7-11 11-16 16-19 19-7

Commerce 8-11 11-14 14-19 19-8

Education 7-11 11-16 16-19 19-7

Public health 7-11 11-16 16-19 19-7

to Friday), Saturday and Sunday. The distinction between Saturday and Sunday is motivated mainly by the fact that commercial

buildings in France usually open on Saturday, but only rarely on Sunday. The last column in Table A1 defines the “night”, which

is the time period when the inhabitants of residential buildings are sleeping and when buildings with other uses are inactive.

The term “night” is used here in the behavioural sense (e.g. the time when people are asleep for residential buildings, the

inactive period for office buildings) and not in the astronomical sense. The values of focc as a function of the schedules are5

given in Table A2. For the residential buildings, they are adapted from Wilke (2013), who analysed a survey on the time use of

15000 individuals in France. For non-residential buildings, the values are based on general knowledge concerning office hours,

school hours and so on in France. Given the lack of robust information and the relatively low importance, we do not consider

occupation schedules of buildings with “agricultural”, “industry”, “religious”, “sport”, “castle” and “non heated” use.

In order to avoid abrupt changes in building occupation, we apply a moving average in time on the values in Table A2. The10

averaging window is one hour.

We assume that no modification of the state of the building is possible for the vacant part of the buildings, or at night. An

exception are actively managed buildings (e.g. those with automatic ventilation), which have already been implemented by

Bueno et al. (2012) in TEB; such buildings are not considered here.

Given the importance of summer holidays in France, we modulate the building occupation for some uses during the summer15

holiday period. For educational (office) buildings, we reduce the building occupation by 90% (25%) between the beginning of

July and the end of August. The modulation factor for offices is adapted from Vorger (2014). For commercial and public health

buildings we reduce the building occupation by 25% between the end of July and the end of August. We do not modulate

building occupation for residential buildings, since the part of people leaving for holidays may be compensated by the part of

people not working, but not leaving for holidays. The consideration of holidays is very specific to France and will have to be20

adapted for other countries.
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Table A2. Fractional building occupation (focc) as a function of building use, time of day, and day of the week. The distinguished time

intervals are Monday to Friday (MF ), Saturday (SA) and Sunday (SU ). The schedules S1 to S4 are defined in Table A1. We do not

consider schedules of building occupation for the building uses “industry”, “agriculture”, “religious”, “sport”, “castle” and “non heated”.

Building use MFS1 MFS2 MFS3 MFS4 SAS1 SAS2 SAS3 SAS4 SUS1 SUS2 SUS3 SUS4

Residential 0.90 0.40 0.75 0.90 0.85 0.65 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.65 0.75 0.85

Office 0.95 0.95 0.25 0.01 0.10 0.10 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.01

Commerce 0.95 0.95 0.80 0.00 0.90 0.75 0.75 0.00 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.00

Education 0.95 0.70 0.30 0.00 0.50 0.30 0.20 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.0 0.00

Public health 0.95 0.95 0.70 0.50 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.40 0.50 0.50 0.40 0.30

A2 Design temperature for heating and air conditioning

We consider that the design temperature for heating (TH) and air conditioning (TC) might differ between occupied (occ) and

vacant (vac) buildings and during the day (day) and night (nig). The design temperatures are modulated with the building

occupation and the day/night switch to obtain the current design temperature for heating (THcur, Equation A1) and air con-

ditioning (TCcur, Equation A2). This approach ensures that variations in the design temperature are smooth and thus do not5

create unrealistic variations of grid point scale building energy consumption.

THcur = fnig (focc TH
nig
occ + (1− focc) THnig

vac) + (1− fnig)(focc THday
occ + (1− focc) THday

vac ) (A1)

TCcur = fnig (focc TC
nig
occ + (1− focc) TCnigvac) + (1− fnig)(focc TCdayocc + (1− focc) TCdayvac ) (A2)

The values for the heating and cooling design temperature are given in Table A3.10

A3 Internal heat release

For the internal heat release, we consider a nominative value (QINnom), which corresponds to situations when the building

is occupied during the day. This nominative value is modulated with the factor Mvac (Mnig) when the building is vacant (at

night). The current internal heat release (QINcur) is then calculated following Equation A3.

QINcur = fnig (QINnom Mnig)+ (1− fnig)(focc QINnom+(1− focc) QINnom Mvac) (A3)15

The values for the internal heat release are given in Table A4.
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Table A3. Design temperature for heating (TH) and air conditioning (TC) as well as non heated fraction (fNH ) of the building. The values

for the “night” are assumed to be equal to the values during the day when the building is vacant. A “-” indicates that no heating or air

conditioning is taken into account. For the residential buildings, the values are based on the ENERGIHAB survey for the two classes of the

Efficiency Tendency (ET) indicator defined by Bourgeois et al. (2017).

Building use THday
occ [◦C] THday

vac [◦C] TCday
occ [◦C] TCday

vac [◦C] fNH

Individual housing, high ET 18.6 17.6 - - 0.20

Individual housing, low ET 22.0 22.0 - - 0.10

Collective housing, high ET 18.4 17.4 - - 0.30

Collective housing, low ET 22.3 22.3 - - 0.15

Office 21 20 28 33 0.2

Commerce 21 20 28 33 0.2

Education 21 20 - - 0.2

Public health 21 20 28 33 0.2

Industry 20 20 - - 0.95

Agriculture - - - - 0.0

Religious 8 8 - - 0.0

Sport 8 8 - - 0.0

Castle 16 16 - - 0.0

Non heated - - - - 0.0

A4 Shading

Shading is only possible for buildings equipped with shading elements. Here we describe the treatment of shading for such

buildings.

Human behaviour related to shading depends primarily on shortwave radiation and secondarily on indoor air temperature (Raja

et al. (2001); Haldi and Robinson (2010)). These meteorological parameters are particularly important in office buildings,5

whereas in residential buildings non-meteorological parameters like privacy or security can also influence shading (Vorger,

2014). Since we do not take the drivers of shading, such as privacy, into account, we calculate the fraction of closed shading

elements as a function of the status of building occupation and the meteorological conditions, mainly the shortwave radiation
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Table A4. Nominative value of the internal heat release (QINnom), modulation factor for periods when the building is vacant (Mvac) and

during the night (Mnig) and radiative part of internal heat releases (frad). For the residential buildings, the values for QINnom are based on

the ENERGIHAB and ENL surveys for the three classes of the Equipment-Intensity-of-Use (EIU) indicator.

Building use QINnom [Wm−2] Mvac Mnig frad

Individual housing, high EIU 5 1.0 0.5 0.2

Individual housing, medium EIU 4 1.0 0.5 0.2

Individual housing, low EIU 3 1.0 0.5 0.2

Collective housing, high EIU 5 1.0 0.5 0.2

Collective housing, medium EIU 4 1.0 0.5 0.2

Collective housing, low EIU 3 1.0 0.5 0.2

Office 15 0.4 0.4 0.4

Commerce 10 0.4 0.4 0.4

Education 10 0.4 0.4 0.2

Public health 10 0.4 0.4 0.2

Industry 5 1.0 1.0 0.2

Agriculture 1 1.0 1.0 0.2

Religious 1 1.0 1.0 0.2

Sport 1 1.0 1.0 0.2

Castle 1 1.0 1.0 0.2

Non heated 0 1.0 1.0 0.2

received by the walls. The following model input parameters related to shading are specified for each building use:

– The fraction of shading elements closed when the building is vacant (fvacshade).

– The fraction of shading elements closed during the night (fnigshade).

– The fraction of shading elements adapted as a function of shortwave radiation (fswshade).5

The values of the input parameters are given in Table A5. Based on these, and the status of building occupation, we first

calculate the fraction of closed shading elements independently of the current meteorological conditions (f indshade; Equation
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A4).

f indshade = fnig f
nig
shade + (1− fnig)( (1− focc) fvacshade LSvac) (A4)

In Equation A4, the shading for vacant buildings is only applied when the indoor air temperature was above 23 ◦C at the end

of the night (LSvac-switch). This parametrises, in a simple way, the fact that people reduce (increase) solar heat gains during

the warm (cold) season.5

Secondly, we define a fraction of shading elements that can be adapted as a function of the current meteorological conditions.

It is determined following Equation A5 based on the building occupation status and fswshade.

fadaptshade = (1− fnig) focc fswshade (A5)

The fraction of shading elements currently closed (f curshade) is then calculated by combining f indshade and the fraction closed as a

function of the current shortwave radiation received by the walls (SWtowall) following Equation A6.10

f curshade = f indshade + fadaptshade

1

1+ exp(−0.05(SWtowall − SWth))
(A6)

The use of the logistic function in Equation A6 assures smooth variations in time for the fraction of closed shading elements.

The default value of the threshold for shortwave radiation (SWth) is set to 150 Wm−2.

The computations of the solar radiation reflected, absorbed and transmitted by the windows with and without shading are made

separately and are then weighted with f curshade. This linearisation does not introduce large errors, as the processes involved are15

relatively linear.

A5 Ventilation

Human behaviour related to the ventilation of buildings depends on various meteorological and non-meteorological parameters.

During the warm season, the air temperature inside and outside the building can be drivers for the use of ventilation in order to

optimise thermal comfort (Roetzel et al. (2010); Fabi et al. (2013)). However, other drivers for ventilation exist: for example,20

wind speed and precipitation (Roetzel et al., 2010), noise (Fabi et al., 2013), safety issues, indoor CO2 concentration (Andersen

et al., 2013), indoor air quality (Fabi et al., 2013) and so on.

In the current version of TEB, we lack information on noise, safety issues or indoor air quality, and so we cannot take them

into account. We therefore calculate the fraction of windows opened as a function of the building occupation status and the air

temperature inside and outside of the building based on the following model input parameters:25

– The fraction of windows opened when the building is vacant (fvacvent).

– The fraction of windows opened during the night (fnigvent).

– The fraction of windows opened during situations with heat stress (fwarmvent ).
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The values for the model input parameters related to ventilation are given in Table A5. Similar to our treatment of shading,

we first calculate the fraction of open windows independently from the current meteorological conditions (f indvent) following

Equation A7.

f indvent = fnig f
nig
vent LVnig +(1− fnig)((1− focc) fvacvent) (A7)

In Equation A7, ventilation during the night is only made if the indoor air temperature was above 23 ◦C at the beginning of the5

night (LVnig-switch). This parametrises the fact that during warm conditions, people might use ventilation at night.

The fraction of windows that may be opened as a function of the current meteorological conditions (fadaptvent ) is given by

Equation A8 as a function of building occupation and day/night status and the fraction of windows that may be opened during

situations with heat stress.

fadaptvent = (1− fnig) focc fwarmvent (A8)10

The fraction of windows currently opened (f curvent) is the sum of f indvent and the fraction which is opened as a function of the

current meteorological conditions (Equation A9).

f curvent = f indvent + fadaptvent

1

1+ exp(−(T indair − TVth))

1

1+ exp(−(T indair − T canair ))
(A9)

In Equation A9, we assume a reasonable, but not perfect behaviour. People tend to open windows when the indoor air temper-

ature is higher than the threshold TVth. We choose a value of 25 ◦C for TVth, since heat stress is likely to occur for higher15

indoor air temperatures. Further, we assume that people tend to not open the windows when the air temperature in the street

canyon is higher than the indoor air temperature. The use of the logistic function in Equation A9 ensures that there are no

abrupt transitions of the fraction of open windows.

Ventilation during the cold season is not taken into account since the structural formulation of the Building Energy Model

excludes that heating and ventilation are taking place at the same time. Also the formulation of Equation A9 and particularly20

the choice of TVth = 25◦C make sure that the fraction of opened windows tends towards zero if the indoor air temperature is

below 25 ◦C. The neglect of ventilation during the cold season might not lead to large uncertainties for non insulated build-

ings, since heat conduction through the building envelope and infiltration is responsible for a large part of the heating energy

demand. For modern buildings complying with rigorous thermal regulation standards, ventilation during the cold season might

contribute to a larger extent to the heating energy demand. Further developments of TEB might therefore be required to take25

into account for ventilation during the cold season.

In order to calculate the air exchange rate due to ventilation (V ENT , [m3m(bld)
−2

s−1]), we implement the formula for

single-sided ventilation defined by the European directive prEN15242 (EC, 2006) given by Equation A10.

V ENT = 0.5 f curvent A
win
bld

√
0.01+0.001 U2 +0.00525 |T indair −T canair | (A10)

This takes into account the ventilation due to the air temperature difference between indoor (T indair ) and outdoor (T canair ) due to30

the stack effect and the forcing due to the wind in the street canyon (U ). Awinbld denotes the ratio between the glazed surface and
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Table A5. Fraction of buildings for which ventilation (fvent) or shading (fshade) is applied during warm conditions (warm) or as a function

of the shortwave radiation (sw), the night (nig) and when the building is vacant (vac). For the residential buildings, the values are based on

the ENERGIHAB survey.

Building use fwarm
vent fnig

vent fvac
vent fsw

shade fnig
shade fvac

shade

Individual housing 0.71 0.60 0.0 0.82 0.60 1.0

Collective housing 0.60 0.52 0.0 0.75 0.60 1.0

Education 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Other uses 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Table A6. Conditional probability that a household will heat to the low, medium and high design temperature as a function of its Efficiency

Tendency (ET) class (high or low). The conditional probabilities are derived from the ENERGIHAB survey, the values for the design

temperature are given in Table A3

.

Building use pT−low pT−med pT−high

Individual housing, high ET 0.52 0.36 0.12

Individual housing, low ET 0.19 0.36 0.45

Collective housing, high ET 0.56 0.28 0.16

Collective housing, low ET 0.19 0.29 0.52

the building footprint.

The value for the air exchange rate is multiplied by f curvent to consider for the fraction of windows opened. Contrary to shading,

this linearisation introduces considerable uncertainties, since the processes related to ventilation are non-linear. However, if

these uncertainties are judged as too important for the given application of TEB, it is possible to introduce more fractional

behaviours in order to distinguish between different ventilation behaviours.5

For the cases where shading is applied at the same time as ventilation, the air exchange rate due to ventilation is divided by

a factor of ten. A more physically-based calculation of the ventilation through closed shading elements is not possible at this

time, given the large uncertainties related to the design of the shading elements, the opening angle of the window, and the

building architecture.
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A6 Air exchange rate due to infiltration

In addition to the air exchange due to ventilation, there is air exchange between the interior and exterior due to small holes in

the building envelope. This is referred to here as infiltration. It depends on the airtightness (Cair [vol.h−1]) of the building and

the meteorological conditions. Indeed, the infiltration is caused by pressure differences between the inside and outside. These

are caused by differences between indoor and outdoor air temperature (stack effect) and the forcing due to wind (wind effect).5

Bueno et al. (2012) specify a fixed infiltration rate. However, this neglects the dependency of infiltration on the meteorological

conditions. For this reason, we now prescribe the airtightness of the building as model input parameter and use the Alberta

infiltration model (Wang et al., 2009) to calculate the air exchange rate due to infiltration as a function of the meteorological

conditions. The contribution of the stack effect to infiltration (Istack) is given by Equation A11, and the contribution from

the wind effect (Iwind) by Equation A12. The total infiltration rate (Itot) is then the combination of the stack and wind effect10

(Equation A13).

Istack = Cair Fstack

(
ρ g Hbld

|T canair − T indair |
T indair

)α
(A11)

Iwind = Cair Fwind
(
0.5 ρ U2

)α
(A12)

15

Itot =
(
Istack

1
α + Iwind

1
α +β(IstackIwind)

1
2α

)α
(A13)

The density of air in the street canyon is denoted by ρ, the building height by Hbld. g is the acceleration due to gravity, U the

wind speed in the street canyon. The value for the flow exponent α is set to 0.66, which is a typical value for infiltration flow

that lies in between fully laminar (1.0) and fully turbulent flow (0.5) (Wang et al., 2009). The empirical constant β is set to

-0.33, similar to Wang et al. (2009).20

The stack factor (Fstack) is calculated based on Walker and Wilson (1998) (Equations A14 to A16).

Fstack = F +

(
1 + Rα

1 + α

)(
0.5 − 0.5(M)

1.2
)(1+α)

(A14)

M =min

(
1.0 ,

(X +Y (2 α +1))
2

2−R

)
(A15)

25

F = αY (Hflue− 1.0)(α−
1
3 )

(
1− (3(C − X)2 R(1−α)

2 (Hflue+1)

)
(A16)

C =R+
2 (1−R−Y )

1+α
− 2 Y (Hflue − 1.0)

α (A17)
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The values of R and X are set to 0.0, which assumes that there is no leakage through the roof, except through the flue. For

the flue fraction (Y ) and the normalised flue height (Hflue) we choose the typical values of 0.2 and 1.5 (Walker and Wilson,

1998).

The wind factor (Fwind) is also calculated following Walker and Wilson (1998) (Equations A18 and A19).

Fwind = 0.19 (2−α)
(
1− (0.5 (X +R))(1.5−Y )

)
− 0.25 Y (J − 2.0 Y J4) (A18)5

J = 0.5 (X +R+2Y ) (A19)

In order to test the influence of air exchange between indoor and outdoor due to infiltration on the heating energy demand, we

perform a simulation similar to the MAP experiment (Section 4.2.3), but assuming zero infiltration. During the coldest periods

of the year, the infiltration is responsible for about one third of the heating energy demand (not shown), which is a reasonable10

value. TEB overestimates the sensitivity of the heating energy demand to air temperature for this “no infiltration” experiment .

This shows that the too high values for this sensitivity found in the DEF and DOM experiments cannot be explained by a too

strong dependency of infiltration on air temperature.

Appendix B: Definition of surface ratios and view factors

We describe here how the surface ratios and view factors are calculated based on model input parameters.15

B1 Surface ratios

The ratios between the roof (Aroofbld ) and floor (Afloorbld ) surface and the building ground surface are 1.0 by definition (Equations

B1 and B2).

Aroofbld = 1 (B1)20

Afloorbld = 1 (B2)

The ratio between the wall (Awallbld ) and window (Awinbld ) surfaces and the building ground surface are given by Equations B3

and B4.

Awallbld =
Afachor(1− fglaz)

fbld
(B3)25

Awinbld =
Afachorfglaz
fbld

(B4)
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In Equations B3 and B4, fbld corresponds to the building density, which is the fraction of horizontal surface covered by

buildings (Figure 5a), fglaz to the glazing ratio, which is the fraction of the façade covered by windows and Afachor to the façade

surface density, which is the ratio between the building façade surface and the horizontal surface (Figure 5c). fbld, fglaz and

Afachor are input parameters of TEB.

The ratio between the surface of the internal mass and the building ground surface (Amassbld ) is given by Equation B5. There is5

no internal mass in one-storey buildings.

Amassbld = 2 (Nfloor − 1) (B5)

The number of floors (Nfloor) is given by Equation B6.

Nfloor =NINT

(
Hbld

Hfloor

)
(B6)

Hbld is the building height, Hfloor the floor height. Both are input parameters of TEB. NINT denotes the “nearest integer”10

function in Fortran90.

B2 View factors

The view factors between the different indoor facets are different for one-storey and multi-storey buildings. For one-storey

buildings, the roof and the ground floor exchange longwave radiation, whereas this is not the case for multi-storey buildings.15

Instead, the roof and the ground floor exchange longwave radiation with the internal mass.

The view factor of the window by the mass (V winmass) is given by Equation B7.

V winmass =


Awinbld V

mass
win

Amassbld
, if Nfloor > 1

0 , otherwise
(B7)

The view factor of the mass by the window (V masswin ) is given by Equation B8.

V masswin =


(1−Vmassfloor )(2 Nfloor−2)

2 HWR Nfloor
, if Nfloor > 1

0 , otherwise
(B8)20

The height-to-width ratio of the floor levels (HWR) is given by Equation B9, the view factors of the mass by the floor for

multi-storey buildings (V massfloor ) or roof for one-storey buildings (V rooffloor) are given by Equations B10 and B11.

HWR=
Afachor

2 Nfloorfbld
(B9)

V massfloor =
√
HWR2 +1−HWR (B10)25
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V rooffloor =
√
HWR2 +1−HWR (B11)

The view factors of the window by the floor and the roof are identical (V winfloor) and are given by Equation B12.

V winfloor = fglaz (1− (
√
HWR2 +1−HWR)) (B12)

The view factor of the window by the wall (V winwall ) is given by Equation B13.5

V winwall =

fglaz (1−
1−Vmassfloor

HWR ), if Nfloor > 1

fglaz (1−
1−V rooffloor

HWR ) , otherwise
(B13)

The view factor of the window by the window of the opposite wall (V winwin ) is given by Equation B14.

V winwin =

fglaz (1− 2V floorwin −V masswin ), if Nfloor > 1

fglaz (1− 2V floorwin ) , otherwise
(B14)

The view factor of the floor by the window (V floorwin ) is given by Equation B15.

V floorwin =


1−Vmassfloor

2 HWR Nfloor
, if Nfloor > 1

1−V rooffloor

2 HWR , otherwise
(B15)10

Appendix C: List of symbols

We here provide a list of symbols (Tables A7 to A12).
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Table A7. List of symbols

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

α Flow exponent [1]

Afloor
bld Ratio between the surface of the floor and the building footprint [1]

Amass
bld Ratio between the surface of the internal mass and the building footprint [1]

Aroof
bld Ratio between the surface of the roof and the building footprint [1]

Awall
bld Ratio between the surface of the walls and the building footprint [1]

Awin
bld Ratio between the surface of the windows and the building footprint [1]

Afloor Total floor area of the building [m2]

Afoot Building footprint [m2]

Afac
hor Façade surface density [1]

Cair Airtightness [vol. hour-1]

CHTCair,i
roof Convective heat exchange coefficient between roof and indoor air for the ith compartment [Wm-2K-1]

CHTCair,i
wall Convective heat exchange coefficient between wall and indoor air for the ith compartment [Wm-2K-1]

CHTCair,i
win Convective heat exchange coefficient between window and indoor air for the ith compartment [Wm-2K-1]

Crad,i Radiative exchange coefficient for the ith compartment [Wm-2K-1]

ε Emissivity [1]

fbld Building density [1]

fcom Fraction of commercial use [1]

fhigh
EIU Fraction of households with high Equipment-Intensity-of-Use [1]

f low
EIU Fraction of households with low Equipment-Intensity-of-Use [1]

fhigh
ET Fraction of households with high Efficiency Tendency [1]

fhigh Fraction of households heating to high design temperature [1]

fi Fraction of ith behaviour [1]

fglaz Glazing ratio [1]

fground Fraction of ground floor area to total floor area [1]

flow Fraction of households heating to low design temperature [1]
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Table A8. List of symbols, continued

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

fmed Fraction of households heating to medium design temperature [1]

fnig Fraction of inactive buildings [1]

fnres Fraction of non residential use [1]

focc Fraction of occupied building [1]

foff Fraction of office use [1]

fadapt
shade Fraction of shading elements adapted to meteorological conditions [1]

fcur
shade Fraction of shading elements currently closed [1]

f ind
shade Fraction of shading elements closed independently of the meteorological conditions [1]

fnig
shade Fraction of shading elements closed during the night [1]

fsw
shade Fraction of shading elements closed due to solar radiation [1]

fvac
shade Fraction of shading elements closed during building vacancy [1]

fadapt
vent Fraction of windows adapted to meteorological conditions [1]

fcur
vent Fraction of windows currently opened [1]

f ind
vent Fraction of windows opened independently of the meteorological conditions [1]

fnig
vent Fraction of windows opened during the night [1]

fvac
vent Fraction of windows opened during building vacancy [1]

fwarm
vent Fraction of windows opened during warm conditions [1]

Fstack Stack factor [1]

Fwind Wind factor [1]

g Acceleration due to gravity [ms-2]

Hbld Building height [m]

Hfloor Floor height [m]

Hflue Normalised flue height [1]

Hind
roof Heat flux due to convection from roof to indoor air [Wm-2]

Hind
wall Heat flux due to convection from wall to indoor air [Wm-2]
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Table A9. List of symbols, continued

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

Hcan
waste,i Sensible waste heat flux from the indoor air of the ith compartment towards the street canyon [Wm-2(façade)]

Hroof
waste,i Sensible waste heat flux from the indoor air of the ith compartment towards the air above the roof [Wm-2(roof)]

Hind
win Heat flux due to convection from window to indoor air [Wm-2]

HWR Height-to-width ratio of the floor levels [1]

Istack Air exchange rate due to stack effect [vol. hour-1]

Itot Total air exchange rate due to infiltration [vol. hour-1]

Iwind Air exchange rate due to wind forcing [vol. hour-1]

LEcan
waste,i Latent waste heat flux from the indoor air of the ith compartment towards the street canyon [Wm-2(façade)]

LEroof
waste,i Latent waste heat flux from the indoor air of the ith compartment towards the air above the roof [Wm-2(roof)]

LSvac Switch for shading during building vacancy [1]

LW floor
roof Heat flux due to longwave radiation from roof to floor [Wm-2]

LWmass
roof Heat flux due to longwave radiation from roof to internal mass [Wm-2]

LW floor
wall Heat flux due to longwave radiation from wall to floor [Wm-2]

LWmass
wall Heat flux due to longwave radiation from wall to internal mass [Wm-2]

LW floor
win Heat flux due to longwave radiation from window to floor [Wm-2]

LWmass
win Heat flux due to longwave radiation from window to internal mass [Wm-2]

LVnig Switch for ventilation during the night [1]

Mnig Modulation factor for internal heat release during night [1]

Mvac Modulation factor for internal heat release when the building is vacant [1]

N Number of considered fractional behaviours [1]

Nfloor Number of floors in building [1]

Ninh Number of building inhabitants [1]

pHighET
T−high Probability that a household heats to the high design temperature given that it falls into the high Efficiency Tendency class [1]

pLowET
T−high Probability that a household heats to the high design temperature given that it falls into the low Efficiency Tendency class [1]

pHighET
T−low Probability that a household heats to the low design temperature given that it falls into the high Efficiency Tendency class [1]
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Table A10. List of symbols, continued

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

pLowET
T−low Probability that a household heats to the low design temperature given that it falls into the low Efficiency Tendency class [1]

pHighET
T−med Probability that a household heats to the medium design temperature given that it falls into the high Efficiency Tendency class [1]

pLowET
T−med Probability that a household heats to the medium design temperature given that it falls into the low Efficiency Tendency class [1]

Qant Anthropogenic heat flux [Wm-2]

Qfloor,i Heat load due to solar radiation and the radiative part of the internal heat release on the floor of the ith compartment [Wm-2]

Qlat Turbulent flux of latent heat [Wm-2]

Qmass,i Heat load due to solar radiation and the radiative part of the internal heat release on the internal mass of the ith compartment [Wm-2]

Qroof Heat load due to solar radiation and the radiative part of the internal heat release on the indoor surface of the roof [Wm-2]

Qsen Turbulent flux of sensible heat [Wm-2]

Qsto Storage heat flux [Wm-2]

Qwall Heat load due to solar radiation and the radiative part of the internal heat release on the indoor surface of the wall [Wm-2]

Qwin Heat load due to solar radiation and the radiative part of the internal heat release on the indoor surface of the window [Wm-2]

QINcur Current internal heat release [Wm-2floor-1]

QINnom Nominative internal heat release [Wm-2floor-1]

QINHighEIU
nom Nominative internal heat release for high EIU [Wm-2floor-1]

QINLowEIU
nom Nominative internal heat release for low EIU [Wm-2floor-1]

QINMedEIU
nom Nominative internal heat release for medium EIU [Wm-2floor-1]

QINrad,i Radiative heat gain in the ith compartment [Wm-2]

ρ Air density [kgm-3]

Rnet Net all-wave radiation [Wm-2]

SWth Solar radiation threshold [Wm-2]

SWtowall Solar radiation received by the wall [Wm-2]

SW abs
win,i Solar radiation absorbed by the windows of the ith compartment [Wm-2(window)]

SW ref
win,i Solar radiation reflected by the windows of the ith compartment [Wm-2(window)]

SW tra
win,i Solar radiation transmitted by the windows of the ith compartment [Wm-2(window)]
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Table A11. List of symbols, continued

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

T can
air,i Air temperature in street canyon [K]

T ind
air,i Indoor air temperature [K]

Tfloor,i Floor temperature for the ith compartment [K]

Tmass,i Internal mass temperature for the ith compartment [K]

Trad,i Indoor mean radiative temperature for the ith compartment [K]

Troof Roof temperature [K]

Twall Wall temperature [K]

Twin Window temperature [K]

TCcur Current design temperature for air conditioning [K]

TCday
occ Design temperature for air conditioning, building occupied, during the day [K]

TCnig
occ Design temperature for air conditioning, building occupied, during the night [K]

TCday
vac Design temperature for air conditioning, building vacant, during the day [K]

TCnig
vac Design temperature for air conditioning, building vacant, during the night [K]

THcur Current design temperature for heating [K]

THday
occ Design temperature for heating, building occupied, during the day [K]

THnig
occ Design temperature for heating, building occupied, during the night [K]

THday
vac Design temperature for heating, building vacant, during the day [K]

THnig
vac Design temperature for heating, building vacant, during the night [K]

TVth Threshold temperature for window opening during warm conditions [K]

U Wind speed in street canyon [ms-1]

V mass
floor View factor of the mass by the floor [1]

V roof
floor View factor of the roof by the floor [1]

V win
floor View factor of the window by the floor [1]

V win
mass View factor of the window by the mass [1]

V win
roof View factor of the window by the roof [1]

V win
wall View factor of the window by the wall [1]
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Table A12. List of symbols, continued

.

Symbol Definition [unit]

V floor
win View factor of the floor by the window [1]

V mass
win View factor of the mass by the window [1]

V win
win View factor of the window by the opposite wallś window [1]

V ENT Air exchange due to ventilation [m3m(bld)-2s-1]
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